
Why Service Providers 

use Call2Teams for 

Trunks

• Start addressing the market 

for Microsoft Teams 

immediately and have the 

solution when customers 

want Teams calling.

• A managed Cloud service 

with no set-up or 

configuration charges, just 

pay as you go

• Low support overhead, no 

hardware or software to 

deploy for the carrier or the 

customer

“We wanted a way to deliver the latest Microsoft Office 365 calling experience to our all our Sustainability Strategists, and

needed an enterprise voice platform for all of our business operations. Qunifi’s Call2Teams enabled us to deliver a great 

calling experience to our Office 365 Skype for Business and Teams users without compromising on business tools. And it was 

set-up in record time.”

Tarryn Magistrelli. Finance & Operations Manager, Futerra Sustainability Communications
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Take advantage of the fastest 

growing business application in 

Microsoft’s history

• Have the answer when 

customers ask for Calling 

features in Teams

• Retain current SIP and call 

revenues

• A new world of customer 

opportunities 

The easiest way to provide and 

support SIP Trunk services for 

Microsoft Teams

• Powerful auto-configuration 

feature for Office 365 

• No need for special skills or 

training for deployment 

• Simple to support and great 

service backup

Provide services to international 

and security-sensitive customers

• Deployed in Microsoft Azure 

across 3 continents

• Enterprise-grade high-

availability architecture

• Supports full end-to-end 

encryption and secure access 

control

Microsoft Teams is in big 
demand

Remove the complexity of 
deploying Teams Direct Routing

Global Enterprise-grade 
platform

What is Call2Teams for Trunks

Call2Teams will connect existing phone lines, numbers and call bundles to a Customer’s 

Microsoft Teams users without any disruption. It’s a cloud service that runs in Microsoft 

Azure and includes a revolutionary set-up process that has automated several days 

planning, configuration and deployment into a single button click. You can quickly offer a 

new service to customers who are using Microsoft Teams; Call2Teams opens a new 

market opportunity to leveraging current PSTN and SIP Trunk expertise.

Configuring and using Direct Routing for Microsoft Teams is seen by 

customers as complicated and expensive. With Call2Teams, customers 

can be up and running with their existing carrier in a few minutes, no 

hardware or software is needed. Customers now have an easy route to 

stay with their current provider as they move from a traditional phone 

service or PBX, to using Microsoft Teams’ built-in Phone System 

capability.

Connect your voice services to 
the new world of Microsoft Teams
Call2Teams for Trunks is a global Cloud platform that connects SIP 

Trunks into Teams and can be configured by the customer in a few 

minutes.



Call2Teams -Trunks

Our promise to you

Call2Teams will allow you to maximize 

the opportunity presented by the 

growth in Microsoft Teams and increase 

your value proposition to customers

An offer to get you started

• We want you to quickly understand 

the elegance of Call2Teams

• The best way is to try the service and 

verify our claims

• We provide test accounts and 

support for you to validate 

interoperability and demonstrate the 

service to customers

• There’s no hardware or software to 

deploy to take advantage of this 

offer, we’ll get you up and running 

in minutes.
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• Open-up a new market opportunities leveraging current PSTN expertise.

• A simple global cloud service, set up and configured without specialist skills

• Maximize the value potential presented by Microsoft's fastest growing Business App ever. 

We’re passionate about Unified Communications. We work with our customers to reimagine the world of business 

communications and collaboration; we consistently drive progress, innovation and creativity at a rapid pace with the shared 

goal of helping business stay ahead of the curve when it comes to taking advantage of the latest technology, so business 

can be done more efficiently and effectively.

How Call2Teams works to help you maximize the 

Microsoft Teams opportunity.

Open new revenue streams and preserve existing

• Have a new offer to over 20M Microsoft Teams users

• Microsoft Teams growth 2020 forecast - 275%

• Call2Teams is a great way to grow revenues from existing and 

new customers

A solution that’s customer-ready

• Call2Teams’ 5-minute setup gets customers on the air quickly

• No PowerShell or SBC administration knowledge is needed

• Reduced customer risk and downtime speeds-up adoption and 

gives clear differentiation

Part of a growing family of services

• The Call2Teams family of services help customers along their 

journey to Microsoft Teams

• Customers can keep with one partner as they grow

• The relationship and value to the customer is maintained

Offer a new service to customers who are using Microsoft Teams

Why Call2Teams?
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